Holographic display system with adjustable viewing angle based on multi-focus optofluidic lens.
In this paper, a holographic display system with adjustable viewing angle is proposed. The system consists of a collimated beam, a spatial light modulator (SLM), a multi-focus optofluidic (MFO) lens and an aperture. The MFO lens with high focal power is produced and it consists of two substrates, one multilayer substrate and two chambers. When the liquids are pulled in/out from the channels, the curvature of the liquid-liquid interface changes due to the surface tension and adsorption between the liquids and the multilayer substrate. The relationship between the parameters of the MFO lens and the holographic display viewing angle is revealed for the first time. Based on the theoretical analysis, the mechanisms of the high focal power and mechanical stability of the proposed MFO lens are also clarified. The experiments show that the focal power of the proposed MFO lens can be varied from -20 D (m-1) to 4 D (m-1), respectively. By using the MFO lens, the viewing angle of the holographic display system can be adjusted without moving any components mechanically. Meanwhile the setup of the system is greatly simplified. The experimental results verify the feasibility of the system, and it is expected to bring new ideas to the holographic display with large viewing angle.